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“I find the great thing in this world is not so much where we stand, as in what

direction we are moving”

— OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES
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ABSTRACT

Internet access is crucial to our daily life in this day and age. However, it is not yet ubiqui-

tous outside urban areas, such as those inhabited by native and rural communities. In this

work, the feasibility of using Software-Defined Networking to manage a programmable

Low-Power Wide-Area Network (LPWAN) composed of low-end LoRa radio devices to

provide power affordable internet access is evaluated. A communication wrapper for a

Ronoth LoStik antenna has been developed to this purpose, in order to provide an inter-

face between the programmable forwarding devices and the incoming packets. We assess

the real-life gains obtained by using a newly proposed theoretical protocol, Lightweight

Tunnel Protocol (LTP), in a distributed SDN controller architecture using this setup. We

conclude that the low-end devices are capable of providing a communication channel for

forwarding devices in an LPWAN. However, the throughput is limited to 1 Kbps for this

particular setup, which is a low speed for today’s internet speed standards. Neverthe-

less, the LTP protocol has proved to provide up to 62.7% gain with 88-byte payloads and

34.1% with 128-byte ones.

Keywords: Low-Power Wide-Area Networks (LPWAN). Programmable forwarding planes.

Software-defined networks. Community networks. LoRa. P4.



Uma Análise de Viabilidade de Dispositivos de Baixa Gama para LPWANs

Programáveis de Baixo Custo

RESUMO

Atualmente, o acesso à internet é crucial para nossa vida diária. No entanto, ele ainda não

é onipresente fora de áreas urbanas, tais como aquelas habitadas por comunidades indí-

genas e rurais. Neste trabalho, a viabilidade do uso de redes definidas por software para

gerenciar redes de baixa potência e larga área (LPWAN) programáveis compostas por dis-

positivos de rádio LoRa de baixa gama é avaliada como alternativa para providenciar um

acesso à internet de baixo consumo energético. Uma interface de comunicação para ante-

nas Ronoth LoStik foi desenvolvida para este propósito, de forma a providenciar um canal

de comunicação entre os dispositivos de encaminhamento programáveis e os pacotes re-

cebidos. Avaliamos os ganhos concretos obtidos ao usar um recém proposto protocolo

teórico de comunicação, Lightweight Tunnel Protocol (LTP), em uma arquitetura de rede

definida por software com controladores distribuídos. Concluímos que os dispositivos de

baixa gama são capazes de prover um canal de comunicação para os dispositivos de en-

caminhamento em uma LPWAN. No entanto, a taxa de transferência é limitada a 1 Kbps

com o dispositivo utilizado, que é uma velocidade baixa para os padrões atuais de velo-

cidade de internet. Assim mesmo, o protocolo LTP provou-se capaz de prover ganhos de

até 62,7% com carga útil de 88 bytes e de 34,1% com cargas de 128 bytes.

Palavras-chave: LPWAN, planos de dados programáveis, redes definidas por software,

redes comunitárias, LoRA, P4.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Universal internet access has been declared a key medium by which individuals

may exercise their human right to freedom of speech and right to education (UNITED

NATIONS GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 2016); however, many citizens of remote commu-

nities cannot yet enjoy internet access. Hurdles such as high maintenance cost, operation

complexity, and prohibitively large infrastructure prevent the implantation of access net-

works by Internet Service Providers (ISP) in the areas where they live.

While cellular networks and satellite links may be available in some areas, those

are often too expensive for the members of such communities. Many initiatives have been

led by private enterprises and foundations, such as Google’s Project Loon (X DEVEL-

OPMENT LLC, 2020) and its successor Project Tara (X DEVELOPMENT LLC, 2021),

IRTF’s GAIA (IRTF GAIA, 2020) and the A4AI coalition (A4AI, 2020), to attempt to

mitigate these obstacles and bring affordable internet connectivity to all.

To this end, low-end devices networking may help overpass the digital divide by

providing a low-bandwidth, but also low-cost alternative to traditional internet connec-

tions for sparsely spread individuals in removed locations. These kinds of networks are

in vogue today, due to the increasing popularity of IoT devices (RAZA; KULKARNI;

SOORIYABANDARA, 2017), but the challenge of how to provide connectivity to this

kind of device remains open. As a contender for solving this issue, Low-Power Wide-Area

Networks (LPWAN) are a new generation of wireless technology, capable of achieving

many of the target characteristics desirable for low-end networking, such as long-range

transmission, low-power consumption, and scalability (IETF, 2020).

Alongside the rise of the LPWAN, we have seen in the past decade the emergence

of new ways to define computer networks, enabling the conception of open standards and

forwarding elements whose behavior is defined using languages such as P4 (BOSSHART

et al., 2014). Through the use of Software Defined Networks (SDN) and Programmable

Data Planes (PDP), low-end devices could be used to form a virtually programmable and

open LPWAN, decoupling LPWAN integration with traditional networks from vendor-

specific interfaces and standards.

Following the conceptual architecture for such a solution proposed previously

(SCHEIBE et al., 2021), the aim of this research is to test the feasibility of implement-

ing this conceptual work with devices equipped with Ronoth LoStik components with

LoRa RN2483 antenna modules (RONOTH, 2021) as the LPWAN transceiver. A posi-
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tive response to this evaluation could provide new grounds of research and possibilities

of practical deployments for low-end, low-cost, and low-data-rate networks, taking us a

little further into bridging the digital divide.

The contributions achieved through this work include the development of a com-

munication interface between a LoRa antenna and a software-defined network of for-

warding devices; the assessment of the real-life gains obtained by using a theoretical

protocol based on data plane programmability proposed in a previous work (SCHEIBE

et al., 2021); the testing and evaluation of the usage of a Ronoth LoStik antenna, with an

analysis of its limitations for this use case; as a result, the verification of the viability of

using such a deployment to bring internet access to remote communities; and finally an

open-source implementation of this interface and test cases to evaluate its performance1.

This study is organized as follows: Chapter 2 considers the technical background

for a programmable LPWAN with LoRa radio devices, while Chapter 3 discusses the

related academic work. Chapter 4 presents the interface developed so to use the devices

as switches in an LPWAN, and also describes our experimental environment and test

case scenarios. Chapter 5 presents and discusses the results of said experiments. Finally,

Chapter 6 concludes this work and expounds on possibilities of future research on this

topic.

1https://github.com/nataliarampon/LoRaStickComm
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2 TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

This chapter presents the main technical concepts related to this work. Firstly, the

definition of an LPWAN and its leading technologies are presented, followed by a deeper

insight into the one chosen for this project, LoRa. Then, in section 2.3, we present one

of the main ideas permeating our effort, that of programmable networks. A brief history

of them is presented, followed by its evolution in some of the fields most pertinent to a

programmable LPWAN: software-defined networking, data plane programmability, and

network virtualization.

2.1 Low-Power Wide-Area Network (LPWAN)

The Low-Power Wide-Area Network (LPWAN) is a type of wireless communi-

cation operating over a large geographic area. This kind of network contains desirable

characteristics for inter-device communication in a network consisting of Machine to Ma-

chine (M2M) connections in areas where the maintenance of such devices would prove

to be difficult, such as low-power consumption and long-range capacity of radio com-

munication (up to 40km in rural zones and 5km in urban ones (CENTENARO et al.,

2016)). However, these qualities are achieved through a compromise of having low data

rate transmission and inconsistent quality of service (MEKKI et al., 2019).

Other widely used radio technologies such as Bluetooth could be used for the

M2M communication, but since it is short-ranged, this would require a considerable

amount of devices to be used for the establishment of the network. A more significant

number of devices is undesirable because it makes maintenance more frequent and the

overall operation more costly. A comparison between radio technology in regards to data

rate and range of radio reach can be observed in Figure 2.1, with LPWAN made prominent

in yellow.

Many different LPWAN technologies have been developed in order to provide the

growing number of applications with a varied set of requirements with the best possible

solutions. Such technologies differ in modulation technique, data rate, frequency used in

communication (in licensed or unlicensed bands), range, maximum messages per data,

and maximum payload length. The three leading technologies today are Sigfox, LoRa,

and NB-IoT (MEKKI et al., 2019).

NB-IoT uses licensed frequency bands, which while providing great QoS, also
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of radio communication technologies regarding data rate and
range of radio reach

Source: (MEKKI et al., 2019)

incur a large financial overhead, with licensed LTE spectrum auctions costing hundreds

of millions of dollars per MHz. This solution offers a prohibitively high cost, making it

unfit for our purpose of a low-end and low-cost network.

The two other LPWAN technologies current in vogue are Sigfox and LoRa, both

developed in France and employing unlicensed frequency spectra. Sigfox has a long

range of communication (up to 40km in rural areas) and low noise levels. However, its

maximum data rate is 100bps and it has a limitation on the number of messages to be sent

in a day (each of those with a maximum payload length of only 12 bytes). Thus, it is a

technology much better fit for devices that need only to communicate a few times per day

(MEKKI et al., 2019).

The LoRa technology was thus chosen to be utilized in this project. For this

reason, the next section will further elaborate on its characteristics.

2.2 LoRa

LoRa is a proprietary Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS) modulation technique, which

defines a physical layer of communication for signals in the sub-GHz ISM band. It op-

erates under unlicensed bands (868 MHz in Europe, 915 MHz in North America, and

433 MHz in Asia), which do not require the acquisition of a license through auctions, but

have no regulatory protection and are subject to a number of interfering signals. The CSS
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modulation provides a signal with low noise levels, difficult to jam and having high inter-

ference resilience (REYNDERS; MEERT; POLLIN, 2016), thus making LoRa suitable

for use in these unlicensed spectra.

The maximum payload length of a LoRa message is 255 bytes and its data rate

falls between 300 bps and 27 Kbps, depending on the configuration of the CSS modu-

lation. The technique uses six spreading factors, SF 3 { 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 }, with an

increase in spreading factor having a lower data rate, but providing a stronger signal able

to travel longer distances and less prone to errors, and vice-versa. It also affects battery

life, because higher SFs need to stay active for longer and thus consume more energy.

Along with the spreading factor, LoRa radio modules can also be configured to operate at

different frequencies, going up to 2.4 GHz for higher data rates. Although outside of the

sub GHz spectra, this frequency is also an ISM band used for device communication.

The LoRa Alliance has standardized a MAC layer protocol built on top of the

LoRa modulation technique (LORA ALLIANCE, 2015) in order to provide better QoS

for industry applications using it. The standard was first published in 2015, with new ver-

sions coming roughly every year since then, the latest being the one from October 2021.

Acting as both a communication protocol and a system architecture, LoRaWAN provides

a definition of how end-nodes communicate with gateways connected to a network server

coordinating all exchanges. While this infrastructure provides security and reliability to

communications, it doesn’t rely on a mesh network architecture of interconnected de-

vices, but rather on a star topology with devices connected to a central gateway node.

This architecture made it impossible for our purposes to use LoRaWAN directly, on top

of the fact the communication with the central node incurs an overhead and usage of an

already limited bandwidth.

2.3 Programmable Networks

Computer networks are complex both in terms of management and heterogeneity.

They are composed of a variety of devices, from the ubiquitous routers and switches, to

middlebox equipment, such as firewalls and NAT translators. As networks and applica-

tions increased in complexity, the need to be able to manage and test a network node or

groups of nodes as quickly and easily as possible arose. Programmable networks are such

that make the devices in the traditional networks into active agents, being capable of exe-

cuting code and actively participating in the processing functions of the data and control
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planes.

This concept brings a multitude of advantages in comparison to traditional net-

work management and development. Firstly, it decreases the cost to prototype and test

network configurations and behaviors, as solutions can be deployed in any device with no

attachments to vendor-specific mechanisms. It also reduces the frequency of errors, as all

routers and switches are centrally managed through code configuration, making human

intervention on single devices unnecessary and the network as a whole less error-prone.

Lastly, programmable networks bring innovation within the network in fields such as traf-

fic engineering and packet processing, which would not be possible with merely passive

appliances (KREUTZ et al., 2014).

The idea of programmable networks was born from decades of research. The

general idea can be traced back to the active networks developed in the 1990s (FEAM-

STER; REXFORD; ZEGURA, 2014). These were the first efforts to extend the capabili-

ties of devices such as routers and switches into active agents capable of executing custom

functionality independently of the network node hardware (ALEXANDER et al., 1998;

TENNENHOUSE; WETHERALL, 2007). The approach consisted of providing an API

through which network resources could be manipulated at the network-node level.

The most widely spread manner of doing so was the capsule model, in which

special data packets carried executable code to be used by the node. This approach was

envisioned so to reduce the cost of computing by moving processing power to the network.

It also gave traction to the idea of using programmable functions in the network, as a

predecessor to virtual network functions. Other approaches included using packets for

node configuration and network management (SCHWARTZ et al., 2000). However, the

adoption of such technology was not widespread outside of the scientific community for

a lack of clear implementation direction in real-world scenarios.

With the advent of active networks, which had much too broad a scope by focusing

on the network nodes as a whole, the following research efforts focused on restricting the

scope by clearly separating the data and control planes attributions. This was a novel ap-

proach, as traditional routers and switches present a tight coupling between these planes.

Any customization tasks had to be implemented by making use of existing protocols or

by proposing new standards to the industry. From these efforts, solutions that provided

programmable control planes and visibility of the network as a whole emerged.

These were technologies that solved routing and traffic issues being faced by the

engineers of the time, and thus were much better accepted by the community. The control
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of the network packet forwarding was centralized by solutions such as SoftRouter (LAK-

SHMAN et al., 2004), which could in turn program the control plane through standardized

interfaces with the data plane, such as ForCES (YANG et al., 2004) and Linux Netlink

(KLEEN et al., 2003). By using these interfaces to replace forwarding-table entries in the

switches and routers, these new approaches could effectively remove any control plane re-

sponsibility from the network devices and code them elsewhere on a much more powerful

computer server with a holistic view of the network-wide traffic. However, since vendors

had little incentive to adopt such technologies that would ease the life of new competitors,

this technology was not widely adopted by the industry either.

These research efforts culminated in the network paradigm of Software-Defined

Networks (SDN), which are characterized by two main principles:

• The separation of the control and data planes

• A logically centralized controller platform implementing the control logic

In the following section, the SDN overall architecture will be presented along with

its use-cases and benefits.

2.3.1 Software-Defined Networks

Relying on the road paved by the works on programmable networks, the network

paradigm of the Software-Defined Networks evolved to embrace their core characteris-

tics, while not straying far from the needs of the industry. The term Software-Defined

Networks was coined in reference to Stanford University’s OpenFlow API (MCKEOWN

et al., 2008), which relied on existing switch hardware to program the data plane. This

made the technology deployable from the start, which made research efforts gain traction.

The network architecture first envisioned for SDN decouples the forwarding de-

vices’ behavior (data plane) from the logic function by introducing a remote centralized

controller (control plane). This external entity is responsible for determining the behavior

of the network, since it has a view of the network as a whole and thus a better ability

to create forwarding rules. This entity is called simply SDN controller, or Network Op-

erating System (NOS). The NOS represents an abstraction of the network view, through

which the programming of network behavior is much facilitated.

While other separation of concerns may exist where the management layer of the

SDN has the ability to interact with both the control and the data plane (ALBOWARAB;
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Figure 2.2: SDN Architecture

Source: the author (2022)

ZAKARIA; ABIDIN, 2018), we prefer to introduce the SDN architecture by focusing on

the original three-plane model, seen in Figure 2.2, for the simplicity of reasoning. The

definition and responsibilities of the elements seen on the diagram are outlined below,

from top to bottom:

• Application Plane: Responsible for defining the policies and operation logic of

the network that is going to be enforced by the control plane. It communicates such

policies to the control plane by sending instructions to the northbound API. It relies

on abstract information regarding the forwarding devices and network topology to

programmatically make decisions regarding these policies (KREUTZ et al., 2014).

• Network Applications: These are the applications that will communicate their net-

work requirements to the control plane. Examples of such applications are routing

algorithms, load balancers, security monitoring, and firewalls. It is worth noting

this includes not only responsibilities of routers and switches on traditional net-

works, but also functions executed by middleboxes, which provides a unified view

of the appliances on the network (KREUTZ et al., 2014).

• Northbound API: Responsible for providing a common interface for the network

applications. The kind and language used in the API depend on the NOS being

used, some examples include REST APIs and programming languages such as Java

and Python. It generally offers a higher level of abstraction than the southbound
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API (KREUTZ et al., 2014).

• Control Plane: Responsible for establishing data handling policies along with pop-

ulating the forwarding flow tables by communicating with the data plane. It collects

information through the southbound API to have a holistic view of the network.

Originally centralized, this plane may be organized into hierarchical or totally dis-

tributed approaches to improve network scalability (BENZEKKI; FERGOUGUI;

ELALAOUI, 2016).

• SDN Controller: The controllers are responsible for dictating the behavior of the

network and translating the high-level requirements received through the north-

bound API into southbound API instructions for the network devices. There are

many controller platforms available for use today, like OpenDaylight (The Linux

Foundation, 2021) and Hyperflux (TOOTOONCHIAN; GANJALI, 2010).

• Southbound API: Responsible for defining how the control and data planes inter-

act. It provides the control plane with the ability to control the forwarding opera-

tions, and the data plane with the ability to inform its statistics and events (KREUTZ

et al., 2014). Examples of southbound APIs are OpenFlow (MCKEOWN et al.,

2008) and ForCES (YANG et al., 2004).

• Data Plane: Responsible for providing the network de facto infrastructure and

forwarding capabilities, as well as data processing in some cases. This plane is

where the network functionality is actually executed, thus defining its topology and

connection between elements (KREUTZ et al., 2014).

• Forwarding Devices: A set of hardware or virtual software devices that use the

network rules installed on them by the SDN controllers to perform operations on

network packets (e.g.: rewrite a packet header, drop the packet, forward to one of

its ports or to the controller). These devices may implement features usually per-

formed on traditional networks by routers and switches, as well as those executed

by middleboxes (KREUTZ et al., 2014).

Software-defined networking brings many advantages in comparison with tradi-

tional networks. It separates the concerns regarding networking into well-bounded layers,

thus making issues on the definition of policies (application plane), the implementation of

these policies in switching devices (control plane), and the actual forwarding of the traffic

(data plane) easier to trace. This also results in a more flexible environment, with ab-

stractions that make the definition of such behaviors easier for the engineers, who have to
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deal with high-level languages on the southbound API instead of firmware and hardware

updates. In fact, the forwarding abstraction provided by the data plane allows engineers

to customize network behavior without any knowledge of the underlying hardware, pro-

viding a generalized view of network devices and functions.

They also make erroneous or malicious behavior easier to detect and act upon.

Networks can remain intact by automatically reacting to such behaviors, which would

maintain a higher QoS. Much different from issues with faulty switches on traditional

networks, which are hard to detect and may isolate a whole section of the network (BUT-

LER et al., 2010).

Due to its qualities, software-defined networking has seen an increase in popular-

ity in comparison with the earlier attempts at programmable networks. Some big industry

players were early adopters of the paradigm, such as Google’s B4, an SDN WAN used to

connect data centers across the globe by bypassing vendor-specific solutions and signifi-

cantly reducing costs (HONG et al., 2018), which has been active for 8 years.

2.3.2 Data Plane Programmability

With popular technologies such as cloud computing and machine learning needing

massive amounts of data to function, it is no surprise that network operators were faced

with the need to support new protocols and functions on top of existing functionality.

However, existing hardware could not provide them with the promptness and flexibility

desired, as we’ve seen.

Both software network switches operating on any CPU (PFAFF et al., 2015) and

programmable hardware-accelerated devices offer primitives that can be assembled into

processing pipelines and easily reconfigured through the use of domain-specific program-

ming languages (BOSSHART et al., 2014; BIFULCO; RéTVáRI, 2018).

These forwarding devices may be configured to perform actions on the packets.

Data plane programmability refers to the ability of the control plane on the SDN to dictate

how this packet processing is going to be carried out by these devices. Some manner of

influence over forwarding behavior could already be seen on traditional network devices,

such as the forced addition of static IP routes on routing tables, but the ability to influ-

ence packet processing depending on arbitrary header fields or to modify these headers is

exclusive to programmable switches.

One of the most popular languages to program the datapath of programmable data
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plane devices nowadays is the P4 Language (BOSSHART et al., 2014), named after Pro-

gramming Protocol-independent Packet Processors. It is, as the name suggests, protocol-

independent, as well as platform-independent. Hence, it is not tied to a specific proto-

col (e.g.: OpenFlow) or to a target architecture, the P4 compiler can compile code to

software-based switches or to hardware devices such as ASICs and FPGAs, given that the

manufacturer provides the architecture model of the target device.

To process packets in this manner, P4 initially used the PISA (Protocol Indepen-

dent Switch Architecture) (CASCAVAL; DALY, 2017). A model of the architecture can

be seen in Figure 2.3. It consists of a parser, an ingress match-action pipeline, a buffer,

an egress match-action pipeline, and a deparser. The gray elements in Figure 2.3 are

programmable using the P4 language.

Figure 2.3: PISA Architecture

Source: The author (2022)

The parser is used to define headers according to either existing or new protocols

and parse them using a parse graph. It can be thought of as a state machine that analyzes

the packet headers and according to the ones found, tries to locate other headers inside

the rest of the payload. The information of which headers are within a given packet is put

into packet descriptors (also referred to as metadata).

Sequentially, a subset of the packet header fields is used to perform a lookup

(match) against a series of hierarchical lookup tables. Each of the entries on the tables

has a corresponding action, which is then performed (e.g.: packet rewriting, dropping,

forward, or nothing at all), alongside the possibility to alter the internal state of the device

(e.g.: updating a packet counter). These table entries can be modified by the controller

through the southbound API.

The ingress and egress match-action pipelines have similar purposes, with the dif-

ference that the ingress one performs modifications and egress output selection, whereas

the egress pipeline modifies packets only. The buffer that intermediates both pipelines

is used for packet queuing, replication, and scheduling. Finally, after passing through
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the egress pipeline, the packet headers are reassembled in the deparser and serialized for

transmission.

Due to a need to target more varied devices, such as NICs and FPGAs, the P4 lan-

guage has outgrown the PISA architecture. The new model, called PSA (Portable Switch

Architecture) extends the capabilities of the PISA one (CASCAVAL; DALY, 2017). It

contains six programmable components, with a parser and deparser stage surrounding

both the ingress and egress pipelines. The PSA model, with the programmable blocks in

gray, may be seen in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: PSA Architecture

Source: The author (2022)

The match-action model described was made popular by OpenFlow (MCKEOWN

et al., 2008), but it was limited to a set of previously defined header fields, whereas P4

makes the usage of custom header fields possible. Similarly, other data plane program-

ming technologies require the hardware to be modified with each new version, whereas

P4 has the goal of platform and protocol independence. In summary, the P4 language rep-

resents an advancement in the extent of programmability of the data plane in comparison

to earlier approaches, as well as to the range of target devices available for use.

Many programmable software switches can be emulated in a single machine by

the use of network virtualization, which permits the evaluation and testing of network de-

velopments quickly and inexpensively. A virtual network consists of network devices and

abstractions which are decoupled from their hardware counterparts. Network virtualiza-

tion permits multiple networks to share a common infrastructure, with logical topologies

differing from the hardware underneath (JAIN; PAUL, 2013).

Mininet (LANTZ; HELLER; MCKEOWN, 2010) is one of such environments,

permitting the instantiation of multiple virtual hosts, switches, and SDN controllers to

create any network topology and testing scenario. Each of those elements uses a different

process on the host machine to emulate the corresponding device behavior with the aid

of the operating system virtualization features. Due to its powerful CLI used for testing
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and Python API used to build custom topologies, Mininet is one of the most popular

open-source emulation platforms for virtual networks nowadays. In our study, we use this

environment to emulate a diverse set of hosts and switches topologies without the need of

multiple physical devices.
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3 RELATED WORK

There already are a number of non-centralized and self-managed community net-

works that provide connectivity to remote communities. The most prominent ones use two

technologies to provide the necessary infrastructure: Cognitive Radio (CR) and TV White

Spaces (TVWS). While both technologies focus on making use of unexploited resources,

both of them need licensing in order to be operated, alongside the proper equipment. Re-

cent research pairs both approaches in order to better exploit the licensed-exempt spectra

(BIAN et al., 2019).

Cognitive Radio refers to radio communication that adapts its use of resources to

optimize the bandwidth across radio spectra. CR devices can alter their own transmission

and reception parameters in order to avoid interference and over-utilization of a given

spectrum frequency. Some of the parameters which can be adapted are radio power (which

helps avoid interference), frequency (which is chosen based on spectrum sensing) and

user-based cooperation (MITOLA, 2002). This is especially interesting for community

networks given that many radio bands have been found to be underused (VALENTA et

al., 2010) and could be utilized to transmit network packets.

TV White Spaces is the usage of the unused frequency spectra that is located

between the band plans of TV channels in VHF and UHF spaces. These white spaces exist

naturally between the frequency band allocated to each TV channel, since using directly

adjacent frequencies would lead to destructive interference between channels. Since the

frequencies allocated to TV broadcast are those below 1 GHz, there are many incentives

to using TVWS for providing broadband internet access in remote communities. Because

these frequencies are not as high as those on other license-exempt spectra, their signal is

able to travel further without losing power, as well as penetrate obstacles easier (RAZA;

KULKARNI; SOORIYABANDARA, 2017).

A comparison between this approach and the use of LPWAN may be seen in Table

3.1. Whereas TVWS with CR is capable of supplying a much higher throughput, the

LPWAN technology is much better suited for community networks in rural and remote

areas. The reason lies mainly in its more advantageous cost, use of unlicensed frequency

spectra, and the size of infrastructure needed.

Furthermore, even though attempts to use SDN to manage LPWAN exist in the lit-

erature (GALLO et al., 2016; LUO; TAN; QUEK, 2012; BERA et al., 2016; BADDELEY

et al., 2018), they are all focused on the IoT scenario and only bring programmability to
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Table 3.1: TVWS+CR and LPWAN comparison
TVWS + CR LPWAN

Range 10-30 km 5-40 km
Cost Thousands of dollars Hundreds of dollars

License Needs licensing of TVWS spaces Unlicensed spectra
Infrastructure Large base stations Small devices
Throughput 2-45 Mbps 300 bps - 50 Kbps

Source: Based on (KHALIL et al., 2017; MEKKI et al., 2019)

the control plane. Thus, this work’s proposal lies in bringing data plane programmability

to internet access providing LPWAN.
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4 VIABILITY ANALYSIS FOR LOW-END LPWAN

Based on the theoretical groundwork laid out in the article entitled "Programmable

Low-End Networks: Powering Internet Connectivity for the Other Three Billion", an ini-

tial viability analysis of the real-life deployment of the low-cost LPWAN for internet

access proposed is evaluated (SCHEIBE et al., 2021). The distributed SDN controller

architecture for such scenarios proposed in following works is also taken into account

(SCHEIBE; GASPARY; CORDEIRO, 2021).

This chapter is organized as follows: firstly, the theoretical basis of the LTP pro-

tocol and the distributed controller architecture will be explained; followed by the de-

scription of the interface for the LPWAN transceiver developed for this study; finally, the

wrapper to communicate incoming packets to the SDN is presented.

4.1 LTP Protocol

The Lightweight Tunnel Protocol was devised to maximize the goodput in unreli-

able and low-rate wireless connections. This is the case of the connections in a low-cost

LPWAN, which have a data rate limitation due to the radio link capacity as well as un-

reliable connection due to interference in the long-distance transmission. LTP has shown

to decrease the overhead in data communication with throughput gains of up to 23% in

simulated scenarios (SCHEIBE et al., 2021).

The protocol works by replacing layer two and layer three headers (e.g.: Ether-

net and IP) in a TCP/IP flow with a tag identifier. This relies on the assumptions that,

i. the tags are single-hop only; ii. the reliability of the connection, such as packet re-

transmission and checksum, is provided by upper-layer protocols. This makes the proto-

col akin to a virtual channel between a pair of devices. So as not to lose information in

this compression, the translation of the IP addresses of the communicating hosts into the

tag (and vice versa) is done by the network devices through the match-action tables.

Figure 4.1: LTP Packet Header

Source: (SCHEIBE et al., 2021)
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The LTP packet header can be seen in Figure 4.1. It has a total of 4 fields, with 1

byte each. The fields are as follow:

• Packet type: used to differentiate the LTP packets from Ethernet frames

• Device ID: identification for the device initiating the tunnel (assuming each device

has a unique ID)

• Tag ID: the unique identifier given to the tunnel established between a pair of hosts

• Next Header Type: the transport layer protocol (same information contained in the

original IP header)

The LTP Protocol was designed around a conceptual architecture for program-

ming low-end devices, which can be seen in Figure 4.2. This architecture was designed

so to enable any LPWAN device to have data plane programmability easily available. The

programmable LPWAN pipeline is implemented using P4 and follows the PISA architec-

ture. The other architectural elements, which are highlighted in yellow, are part of the

LPWAN transceiver interface with the SDN’s data plane layer and were developed for

this this work.

Figure 4.2: Conceptual low-end LPWAN architecture

Source: Based on (SCHEIBE et al., 2021)

The LPWAN Transceiver used in this work is a Ronoth LoStik (RONOTH, 2021)

that sends packets over radio. The LPWAN Wrapper component consists of an interface

between our programmable software and the antenna, through which it is possible to read

incoming data and write outgoing packets. It is also through the wrapper that we are able

to configure the antenna attributes (such as power, modulation, and baud rate). Finally,

the Datagram Dispatcher is responsible for the packet exchange between the components

(the wrapper, and the incoming and outgoing interfaces of the programmable pipeline) as
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well as for sending the packet to the host.

4.2 Distributed SDN Controller Architecture

Given that LPWAN devices suffer from limited bandwidth, the traditional cen-

tralized SDN controller is not a feasible solution for managing a low-end network. This

is due to the overhead of management instructions sent from the central control node,

which would flood the capacity of the wireless link with admin packets, greatly affecting

the goodput. It is then necessary to use distributed control algorithms, with independent

and autonomous nodes, capable of relying on unstable communication links (SCHEIBE;

GASPARY; CORDEIRO, 2021).

The structure proposed relies on the LTP protocol to build a control plane with

an independent controller for each programmable low-end device, as seen in Figure 4.3,

with communication between controllers done through the data plane layer itself. The

architecture uses the LTP Packet Type field in the LTP Header to differentiate packets in

the TCP/IP flow containing only data from packets containing match-action table con-

figuration instructions. The proposed solution also limits the number of network events

needed to write network status changes into the forwarding devices, once again, due to

the resources constraint.

Figure 4.3: Conceptual SDN distributed architecture

Source: (SCHEIBE; GASPARY; CORDEIRO, 2021)

This structure has the benefit of scalability since it has independent, distributed

controllers, as well as reliability, for a failure in one of such controllers would harm only
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the device attached to it.

4.3 LPWAN Transceiver

The LPWAN transceiver used in this project is the one mentioned in the works by

SCHEIBE et al.: a Ronoth LoStik, which can be seen in Figure 4.4. As of the presentation

of this piece of work, one of such devices could be acquired on the company’s website

for under $60. It has support for both LoRaWAN and for packet-mode LoRa, the latter

being the configuration used during this work. It also supports the FSK modulation in

radio mode. It is based off Microchip’s RN2483 LoRa module, which provides the user

with an ASCII user interface that receives commands through a USB serial port. It has a

radio range of 15 km in suburban areas and an energy consumption of 20 mA when idle

and 140 mA when transmitting.

Figure 4.4: Ronoth LoStik device

Source: (RONOTH, 2021)

This device was firstly analyzed in order to ascertain its capabilities for this use-

case, to check how to reproduce the conditions used in the emulated scenarios presented

in (SCHEIBE et al., 2021). The first thing that could be ascertained is that the payload

size used in the emulated scenarios would not be reproducible in real-life scenarios, as

the maximum data size for transmission on LoRa mode with the RN2483 module is 255

bytes (MICROCHIP, 2015). Furthermore, the assumption of a 300 Kbps transmission

rate could only be achieved with the FSK modulation, whereas the LoRa mode allows for

a maximum of 10937 bps (MICROCHIP, 2017).
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4.3.1 Device Interface

The device interface contains three groups of commands: system, MAC, and radio

commands. The system commands are preceded by the keyword sys and are related to the

hardware module, with commands such as resetting, reading the version, sleeping, and

firmware upgrades. The MAC ones are related to the LoRaWAN protocol stack and are

preceded by the keyword mac. Finally, the radio commands are the ones that command

the LoRa stack; they are preceded by the keyword radio and are executed only after

pausing the MAC operations.

Since the native ASCII device interface had many commands, which made their

usage confusing, a functional interface was designed in order to more easily operate the

antenna, which can be thought of as the LPWAN wrapper part of the conceptual architec-

tural diagram. This interface has five commands, which are described in Table 4.1. It is

specifically applicable to the LoRa module used during this project, but it was projected

so to be easily replaced by any concrete implementation of a generic antenna.

Table 4.1: High-level antenna module commands
Abstract Command Description ASCII Interface Commands

setup Setup steps for the an-
tenna initialization

mac reset
mac pause
radio set pwr 10
radio set sf sf7

enter_rx_mode Commands to enter the
radio receiving mode

radio rx 0

enter_tx_mode Commands to enter
the radio transmitting
mode

mac reset
mac pause
radio set pwr 10
radio set sf sf7

send_data Steps to send data over
radio

sys set pindig GPIO11 0
radio tx <data>
sys set pindig GPIO11 1

decode_received_data Steps to decode data
received through radio,
evoked whenever new
data comes through the
serial interface

radio_rx <encoded_data>

Source: The author (2022)

It is worth noticing that both the incoming and outgoing data sent over radio are

hexadecimal values encoded as ASCII strings. The size of the data packet for LoRa

modulation is between 0 and 255 bytes.
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The current enter_tx_mode implementation is below ideal, as it relies on resetting

the radio configuration. This is so because the version of the LoRa module used is not the

latest, thus missing a firmware upgrade that enabled the command to exit the continuous

reception mode. This command, radio rxstop, would provide better performance than the

current version of entering the transmission mode. This is particularly jarring because the

communication is half-duplex, so any time spent resetting the antenna for transmission

means missing incoming packets due to the antenna being currently in use.

A different approach considered for this problem involved time-division multi-

plexing, where a shared communication channel is used by parties in an alternating pattern

over time. In this case, a receiving window would be open for an allotted time and after

this period, a transmitting time window would be open for some time. This way, each

device uses the channel for a fraction of the time in an alternating fashion. This solution

would not be good for our use case, since it would significantly diminish the bandwidth

available in asymmetrical cases (i.e. when a host downloads more content than it uploads,

for example, which is a common occurrence on the internet); furthermore, since the LTP

protocol gains rely on the use of the channel link to transmit smaller packets as opposed to

their original versions, the usage of time multiplexing could negate its effects, as it would

not matter much if a packet was smaller if it had the same time to be sent than a bigger

one.

4.3.2 Half-duplex Communication

The transceiver module provided simplex, single-channel communications by de-

fault. Since these modules were to be used as antennas on the programmable devices, they

had to provide duplex communication. The initial desire to bring full-duplex communi-

cation to the link was impossible due to the USB 2.0 connector available on the device.

The USB 2.0 standard only provides half-duplex communication at best, which, being a

limitation on the physical layer, renders the full-duplex communication unattainable in

our interface.

The half-duplex communication is achieved through the use of two threads, with

the serial port of the transceiver being a shared resource whose access is controlled

through a locking mechanism. A diagram of the operations performed by each thread

and the moment where the lock is acquired for the transmission can be seen in Figure 4.5.

The reception thread, also referred to as reader thread, is responsible for handling
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Figure 4.5: Reception and transmission threads interaction diagram

Source: The author (2022)

any packets arriving in the network by the antenna. The default state of our LPWAN

transceiver was chosen to be a listening mode, i.e. waiting for new packets to arrive by

radio. Therefore, the reader thread is the main one, which is constantly running. It is

responsible for first and foremost executing the antenna setup instruction upon the start

of the interface. Afterward, it enters a loop of executing the instructions to enter the

reception mode, which has a timeout duration of roughly a minute, after which, if no

packet is received, the instructions to renew the reception state are once again executed.

If a data packet is indeed received, however, the instructions to decode the hexadecimal

string into a packet of bytes are executed, which finishes the packet reception from the

view of the LPWAN wrapper, returning to the reception mode loop.

The transmission thread, also referred to as sender thread, is at first pooling the

forwarding device’s network interface to check if any outgoing packets are to be sent.

While there are none, it does not send any instructions to the LPWAN transceiver. When

a packet does arrive at the interface, it starts by acquiring a lock on the transceiver’s serial

port, as it cannot be accessed concurrently due to the half-duplex nature of the connection.
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Once the lock is acquired, it executes the instructions to enter the transmission mode,

encodes the data to be sent over radio into a hexadecimal string, and sends it over. Before

releasing the lock to the reader thread, it executes the instructions to enter the reception

mode, so as to make sure that the antenna re-enters the listening mode. Once the lock is

released, it returns to the pooling of the network interface for new packets.

4.3.3 Datagram Dispatcher

The link between the virtualized software switch in Mininet and the LPWAN

transceiver is done through the datagram dispatcher. This module was implemented

through the Scapy Python library. The library is used to manipulate packets, being able

to code and decode them, as well as send them through network interfaces. In our case,

when we receive a packet through radio, we use the library to send it to a network interface

dedicated to the antenna in the switch. Similarly, we use it to sniff the switch interfaces

connected to our hosts.

However, since our antenna relies on a serial port, and not an actual network in-

terface (even though it acts as such), it could neither be directly connected to the Mininet

topologies, nor used by Scapy. This is why two fake interfaces had to be created on

the software forwarding device, both of them connected to a dummy software switch, that

drops all incoming packets (since they are actually processed by the datagram dispatcher).

Figure 4.6: Datagram Dispatcher dummy switch mechanism

Source: The author (2022)

This mechanism is better seen in Figure 4.6, where a dummy switch is connected

to each "real" one. This configuration only considers one host per switch for simplicity

purposes, although many may be connected at a time. The dummy switch connected to

s1 permits the sniffing and interaction with the interface s1-eth1, while the one connected
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to s2 permits the sniffing and interaction with the interface s2-eth1. These can be thought

of, effectively, as the network interfaces for the antennas.

4.4 Testing Scenarios

The test case scenarios for this work were based on the ones presented in the

previous paper, "Programmable Low-End Networks: Powering Internet Connectivity for

the Other Three Billion" by SCHEIBE et al.. These scenarios had to be modified, as

they followed a star topology with a hub replicating switch (i.e. it replicates any packet

received through a port into all the others). The hub switch acts as a stand-in for wireless

communication, as in such scenarios a packet is not sent over a link to a specific address,

but broadcasted through the frequency spectrum to any device in listening range to get.

Figure 4.7: Star topology with hub switch

Source: The author (2022)

This configuration, with the hub switch in green, may be seen in Figure 4.7. This

topology is a Mininet equivalent of the one in Figure 4.3, where the antennas on the

forwarding devices make the use of such a hub irrelevant. Since we only have two LoStik

devices available for use, our topology could not include three switches. Thus, the basic

topology for our testing scenarios is the one in Figure 4.8, with two switches and three

hosts connected to each switch.

Under this topology, the testing scenarios consider two cases. The first case is the

standard one, where the protocol stack is either UDP or TCP, and the switches do not have

controllers attached to them, but rather fixed forwarding tables. The second case is the

one with the LTP protocol and the independent controllers on each switch. Having this in

mind, we have a total of 3 testing scenarios in this topology:
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Figure 4.8: Basic testing topology

Source: The author (2022)

• Scenario 1: host h1 sending packets to host h4, payload size of 88 bytes. Data rate

of 1 Kbps.

• Scenario 2: host h1 sending packets to host h4, payload size of 128 bytes. Data

rate of 1 Kbps.

• Scenario 3: host h1 sending packets to host h4, payload size of 200 bytes. Data

rate of 1 Kbps.

Considering the combined size of the payload and protocol headers, the payload

was capped at 200 bytes because of the maximum data size for transmission on LoRa

mode with the RN2483 module (MICROCHIP, 2015), which is 255 bytes. The maximum

transmission rate for the RN2438 module is 10937 bps with LoRa mode (MICROCHIP,

2017), however, this considers a perfectly simplex, transmitting only node. This per-

formance cannot be achieved in our case because of i. the nature of our half-duplex

communication, which takes part of the transmitting capacity by receiving packets; and

ii. the radio resetting that is needed to enter sender mode, which is composed of many

instructions and thus increases the time needed to transmit a message by comparison with

a sender-only scenario.
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5 RESULTS

The testing scenarios mentioned before have been executed using two physical

machines, each with a Ronoth LoStik device located at 10 meters from one another. The

virtual machines used for testing had a Ubuntu 16.04 operating system, with 4096 MB

RAM memory. Each test case scenario ran for 15 minutes, with measurements made

each 30 seconds for a total of 30 measurement points in each experiment. The requests

between hosts were made using the iperf31 utility program.

5.1 Standard Traffic

The plot of the throughput achieved using the standard switch and protocol head-

ers may be seen below, in Figure 5.1, for the UDP protocol test cases. The test scenario

using payloads of 88 bytes is in orange, 128 bytes in blue, and 200 bytes in purple.

Figure 5.1: Standard UDP traffic with varying payload sizes
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It is possible to see in this graph that the throughput increases with the increases in

the payload. The mean and median values for the throughput in each test case scenario can

be seen in Table B.1 in the Appendix, with values of 496.72 bps, 680.72 bps, and 951.45

bps for the average, for the 88 bytes, 128 bytes, and 200 bytes scenarios respectively.

Due to the radio resetting having to be applied to the antenna every time a packet

is to be sent, as detailed previously, there is a clear advantage to adding more data to

each packet. For example, in the case of the packet with 88 bytes, the resetting process

1More information available on https://manpages.ubuntu.com/manpages/xenial/man1/iperf3.1.html
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is executed in its entirety for that amount of data; which is the same case for a packet

with 200 bytes. This way, it is clear a heavier payload would mean more time spent in

productive commands, instead of in configuration.

The plot for the standard testbed with varying payload sizes can be seen in Fig-

ure 5.2, for the TCP protocol test cases. As for the UDP graph, the test scenario using

payloads of 88 bytes is in orange, 128 bytes in blue, and 200 bytes in purple.

Figure 5.2: Standard TCP traffic with varying payload sizes
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The data obtained in this test case varies too much, and thus, cannot be clearly

analyzed. This is probably due to the mechanism this protocol uses to ensure reliable

transmission. Put in simple terms, each data packet received must be acknowledged by

the receiver by sending a packet with a positive "ACK" signal to the sender. This causes

some problems due to the half-duplex nature of the communication. When the receiver

device antenna is sending this "ACK" packet to the sender, it cannot receive any incom-

ing packets for the duration of the transceiving operation, which means it has a higher

probability of missing packets.

Furthermore, data packets are resent whenever they are missed in the TCP proto-

col, which makes the time spent on the previous try useless, as the data is only counted

in the measurement if it was successfully transmitted and acknowledged by both parties.

This mechanism can, therefore, explain the sudden drops in throughput observed in Figure

5.2, as they are probably caused by the packet transmission retrials.

Although, even if we disregard this reliable transmission feature, the inconsis-

tency in TCP throughput could also be due to its congestion control mechanism. This

mechanism is put in place to ensure fair and reliable use of a link, effectively avoiding

an overload of traffic. However, since it measures congestion by the number of unac-
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knowledged packets in a connection, given a connection with a high packet loss rate, this

algorithm ends up further limiting the already limited link capacity.

5.2 Using LTP

The plot of the throughput achieved using the LTP protocol with the independent

SDN controllers may be seen below, in Figure 5.3, for the UDP protocol test cases. Sim-

ilarly to the standard case, the test scenario using payloads of 88 bytes is in orange, 128

bytes in blue, and 200 bytes in purple.

Figure 5.3: LTP Protocol UDP traffic with varying payload sizes
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Similar to the standard test case, we see an increase in throughput with an increase

in payload. Much the same logic can be applied here. However, with the usage of the LTP

protocol, these metrics are higher for the smaller payload scenarios. The mean and median

values for the throughput in each test case scenario can be seen once again in Table B.1 in

the Appendix, with values of 808.21 bps, 913.8 bps, and 978.31 bps for the average, for

the 88 bytes, 128 bytes, and 200 bytes scenarios respectively.

This perceived increase in performance can be accredited to the smaller size of

packets in LTP protocol, since it substitutes the IP and Ethernet headers for a much

smaller, 4-byte one. A smaller packet is transmitted more quickly through the commu-

nication channel, which in turn augments the throughput. This is especially beneficial in

small payloads (such as the ones able to be transmitted through the LoRa modulation),

since the header takes up a bigger part of the total packet size in these cases.

The plot for the LTP protocol setup with varying payload sizes can be seen in

Figure 5.4, for the TCP protocol test cases. The same as for the other graphs, the test
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Figure 5.4: LTP Protocol TCP traffic with varying payload sizes
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scenario using payloads of 88 bytes is in orange, 128 bytes in blue, and 200 bytes in

purple. Much for the same reasons as in the TCP results for the standard setup, the

experiment data varies too much in these tests for any conclusion to be made about the

performance of the LTP protocol in comparison to the standard approach using the TCP

protocol.

5.3 Comparison

In this section, we compare the performance of the SDN network connection using

the LoStik antennas with and without the use of the LTP protocol.

Figure 5.5: LTP and Standard comparison of UDP traffic
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(a) Payload size of 88 bytes
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5.3.1 UDP

We can see in Figure 5.5 the comparison between the throughput in UDP traffic

with and without the LTP protocol. It is visible that the LTP protocol outperforms the

standard one in scenarios with the smaller payloads, with a gain of 62.7% with 88-bytes

payloads and 34.1% with 128-bytes payloads. This is due to a higher goodput when using

LTP, as there is less header overhead. The 200-bytes payload test results are too inter-

leaved for any conclusion on the gain or loss of performance to be made with statistical

confidence.

Figure 5.6: LTP and Standard comparison of TCP traffic
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(a) Payload size of 88 bytes
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(b) Payload size of 128 bytes
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Source: The author (2022)

5.3.2 TCP

We can see in Figure 5.6 the comparison between the throughput in TCP traf-

fic with and without the LTP protocol. As mentioned earlier, these test cases had high

variance, so no conclusions can be made using this data.

It can be said, however, that both experiments presented much the same off-and-on

characteristic to the throughput with time, which means LTP did not seem to negatively

impact this scenario.
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6 CLOSING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK

The developed interface between the low-end LoStik antenna and a virtualized

software-defined network was able to provide internet access, even though at low data

rates. Furthermore, the results obtained from the interface developed as described in

Chapter 4 were conclusive in the ability to improve the capacity of low-speed links

through the use of new protocols powered by the programmable data plane.

In this final chapter, we discuss the results obtained throughout this work in Sec-

tion 6.1, followed by the limitations found in the interface in Section 6.2; and possibilities

of future work related to this study are presented in Section 6.3.

6.1 Discussion on Results

The usage of low-end, low-power devices to build programmable LPWAN was

envisioned to provide internet access at limited data rates. This is indeed the case found

through this viability analysis study, as the link speeds throughout the experiments did not

often surpass the throughput of 1 Kbps. Such a throughput, while proving that it is indeed

viable to use such a setup for internet access, does not provide enough speed to make it

worthwhile. Such a setup could, however, be used in different use-cases, where a high

throughput is not necessary, but a standard protocol stack for internet communication is.

On the paper where simulations of this setup were made, the nominal link speeds

taken into account were up to 300 Kbps, a much higher speed, even if still low by today’s

internet standards. The LoStik antenna used here can provide up to 300 Kbps, but while

using a different modulation technique, the Frequency-shift Keying (FSK). Nonetheless,

this modulation technique had two features that made it unfit for our work: i. the maxi-

mum payload length transmittable was 64 bytes; ii. it does not have the same low-power

and long-range characteristics of the LoRa modulation, which would technically put it out

of the LPWAN definition.

Nevertheless, even with the limitation faced by the communication channel, it was

still possible to reproduce the gain in throughput observed in the simulations of the setup

with the advent of the LTP protocol. Since our real-life test case scenarios had more

limitations in terms of link speed and payload size (both features that are more beneficial

to the LTP protocol performance), we could observe even better gains than the original

23%. The LTP protocol had a gain in speed of 62,7% in comparison to the standard
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testbed with 88-byte payloads, with an achieved average speed of 0.8 Kbps; and a gain

of 34.1% with an achieved average speed of 0.91 Kbps for 128-byte ones. Thus, the

theoretical gains have been successfully verified in this viability analysis, achieving in

fact even better performance.

6.2 Interface Limitations

The developed interface had some limitations that were already mentioned previ-

ously during this work, but that we repeat here for conciseness’ sake. The main limitation

is in regards to the achieved throughput. The nominal maximum link speed with the LoRa

modulation with the Ronoth LoStik antenna is 10 Kbps, a speed which our interface could

not achieve because of the half-duplex nature of the communication established and also

because of the antenna resetting having to be made to enter the transmission mode.

These characteristics could be overcome by the usage of a different antenna. The

first hurdle by using a physical layer technology with the ability for full-duplex com-

munication. The second, by using a different version of the Ronoth LoStik, which, as

mentioned earlier, has a firmware upgrade that enables exiting the continuous reception

mode for the transmission one without the need to reset and remake the radio setup.

6.3 Future Work

As for the effort to bring affordable low-power internet access through the use of

LPWAN as community networks, there is still much to be done. Firstly, a performance

improvement of the communication between forwarding devices is highly needed, which

could involve testing other antenna modules and modulation techniques for the communi-

cation. Secondly, while the viability analysis was performed by using virtualized switches

run in two computer hosts, the objective is to use embedded devices as the forwarding de-

vices, such as a Raspberry PI device. Both the Python interface code and the P4 language

run in such an appliance.

Moreover, further tests could be undertaken using the currently developed inter-

face, as many behaviors are yet to be analyzed. Two such cases are the performance of

the network link with many LoRa devices connected simultaneously in an area, and how

the utilization of a LoStik antenna without the transmission resetting would behave (this
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could be achieved through a firmware upgrade as mentioned earlier).
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APPENDIX A — SOURCE CODE REPOSITORY

The source code for the implementations and test case scenarios mentioned in this

work are available on a public GitHub repository1 from the day of publication of this work

onward. The code is under a MIT License, to be viewed, reused and modified under its

terms.

1https://github.com/nataliarampon/LoRaStickComm

https://github.com/nataliarampon/LoRaStickComm
https://github.com/nataliarampon/LoRaStickComm
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APPENDIX B — TEST CASES SUMMARY STATISTICS

The following table contains the average and median values of the throughput in

each test case scenario.

Table B.1: Summary of experiment measurements
Protocol Payload Size Standard LTP

(bytes) Avg Median Avg Median
UDP 88 496.72 493.00 808.21 821.00
UDP 128 680.79 683.00 913.48 922.00
UDP 200 951.45 960.00 978.31 1010.00
TCP 88 191.58 81.00 258.84 1.36
TCP 128 257.35 155.00 242.50 1.36
TCP 200 275.33 1.86 442.87 401. 00

Source: The author (2022)
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